**S.ZD.397HDF**

Integrated Sensor Systems

- Integrated systems show a video overlay on the monitor screen of the distance each indicator detects
- Audio description of distance (in feet) from an object
- Increased speed of beeping indicator the closer you are to an object
- Integrates with ALL cabled Zone Defense monitor systems (monitor systems sold separately - ZD.M.302 is shown)

*All Zone Defense® components are interchangeable.*

**S.ZD.397HD.SAF**

Stand-Alone Sensor System

- Audio description of distance (in feet) from an object
- Increased speed of beeping indicator the closer you are to an object

*Stainless steel bracket mounts available: S.ZD.397.SENSOR.BKT*

**Zone Defense introduces our new integrated Heavy Duty Sensor System**

To complement our sensor system lineup, we have developed a new heavier-duty system that includes a weather proof sensor control box. These heavy duty sensors integrate with all our cabled monitor systems.

Another great idea from Zone Defense’s Product Development Team.